Ethics4EU Online Event

Dealing with the Complexities of Teaching Ethics to Future Computing Professionals

Event Chair:
Viola Schiaffonati (Politecnico di Milano, Italy)
Rules for ZOOM Meeting

- When entering Zoom, write down your full name
- Mute your microphone when not speaking
- We will record the meeting to be shared afterwards on the Event webpage

Q&A Session

- Raise Zoom “electronic” hand if you wish to speak
- Say first your name and affiliation
- Use Zoom chat to write comments
Schedule

• 09:00 – 09:05 Welcome
• 09:05 – 09:40 “Ethics4 EU Project: An Overview” - Dympna O'Sullivan, TU Dublin
• 09:40 – 10:20 “Striving for Interdisciplinarity: On Evolving Roles and Finding Common Ground in Digital Health” - Julia Amann, ETH Zurich
• 10:20 – 10:50 Break
• 10:50 – 11:55 Discussion Panel
  • Viola Schiaffonati, Politecnico di Milano (Chair)
  • Andrea Curley, TU Dublin
  • Gordana Dodig-Crnkovic, Mälardalen University & Chalmers University of Technology
  • J. Paul Gibson, Télécom SudParis, Institute Mines-Télécom
  • Damian Gordon, TU Dublin
• 11:55 - 12:00 Conclusion
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